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FINAL GRADE

78/100

Case Study Evaluation: Learning in Classroom
GRADEMARK REPORT

GENERAL COMMENTS

Instructor
This is an excellent case study report,
demonstrating detailed knowledge and
understanding, and written in a clear and
conf ident style. Please see in- text comments and
below f or more detailed f eedback.

You demonstrate excellent knowledge
throughout the case study, and this is amply
supported by a wide and appropriate range of
sources. It is clear that you have conducted
independent research that has extended well
beyond the lecture contents. This is to be
encouraged f or f uture assignments, as it will help
in the development of  your analytical and writ ing
skills.

There is a good, logical structure to the
assignment, with appropriate introductory and
concluding sections. The main points f low very
well, and there is evidence that you have made
links within and between points. 

Analysis is very strong throughout, and it is
pleasing to note the inclusion of  disequilibrium,
assimilation and accommodation in the
assignment. Use of  additional competing
theories (e.g. Bruner) was especially usef ul in the
section on crit icisms, although Vygotsky would
have been another interesting inclusion (space-
permitt ing). 

Your style is generally excellent and f lows very
well. There is a small number of
typos/grammatical slips (see in- text) that you
should aim to avoid, although these did not
hinder understanding. APA ref erencing is
excellent throughout.

Overall, an excellent case study report and a
pleasing way to complete the assessment f or
PSY4422. If  you would like to discuss this
f eedback f urther, please do not hesitate to
contact me.

Judith
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Comment 1
This is a litt le unclear

Comment 2
Excellent introduction

Comment 3
children make

Comment 4
If  possible, avoid secondary citations and f ind the original one.

Comment 5
This is explained very clearly
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Comment 6
While this is the classic approach, I wonder if  this could be made more interesting and
relevant to today's children?

Comment 7
Is this the one in London, as there are lots with this name, so best to specif y (in terms of
education system).

Comment 8
Although setting and grouping within classrooms are not necessarily the same thing

Comment 9
Good point and well expressed
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Comment 10
Excellent point

Comment 11
omit?

Comment 12
f ind it more challenging to ...

Comment 13
Good consideration of  SEN in this section



QM
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Comment 14
omit

Comment 15
are f ully included (-  try to avoid using 'get' in f ormal writ ing).

Comment 16
No apostrophe needed

Comment 17
always?

Comment 18
Replace with 'of '

Comment 19
and

PAGE 5

Citation Needed
Cite Source:
Please use the link below to f ind links to inf ormation regarding specif ic citation styles:
http://www.plagiarism.org/plag_article_citation_styles.html

Comment 20
and
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Comment 21
Excellent section on crit icisms -  you could potentially also have mentioned Vygotsky here,
although I appreciate there may not have been space.

Comment 22
and

Comment 23
and

Comment 24
It would have been usef ul here to link the Plowden Report to more modern practices, to
emphasise its ongoing signif icance.

Comment 25



No apostrophe needed
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Comment 26
Western?

Comment 27
Very thorough conclusion

Comment 28
This is an excellent ref erence list, with highly accurate APA ref erencing style used
throughout.
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RUBRIC: CASE STUDY AND ESSAY RUBRIC L4

KNOWLEDGE (30%)

EXCEPTIONAL FIRST
(90-100
(8)

OUTSTANDING
FIRST (80-89)
(7)

FIRST (70-79)
(6)

2(I) (60-69)
(5)

2(II) (50-59)
(4)

THIRD (40-49)
(3)

FAIL (30-39)
(2)

ABJECT FAIL (0-29)
(1)

STRUCTURE (15%)

EXCEPTIONAL FIRST
(90-100
(8)

OUTSTANDING
FIRST (80-89)
(7)

FIRST (70-79)
(6)

2(I) (60-69)
(5)

2(II) (50-59)
(4)

THIRD (40-49)
(3)

FAIL (30-39)
(2)

6.35 / 8

7 / 8

Knowledge and Understanding

A polished grasp of  the subject is demonstrated with an astute and authoritative
approach to complexity.

A comprehensive and conf ident grasp with a strong sense of  subject complexity.
Explicit ly answers the question or addresses the specif ic task requirements.

Thorough understanding is evident and has been well applied to the question or
task. Explicit ly answers the question or addresses the task requirements.

Secure, general understanding and reasonable application to question or task.
Attempts to answer the question in an analytic way.

Sound knowledge relevant to the question or project.

Limited knowledge shows basic understanding. Some awareness of  the context of
the question or task.

Faulty understanding of  question or concepts. Irrelevant or mostly absent content.

No understanding of  question or concepts. Irrelevant or absent content.

6 / 8

Structure and Argument

Ef f ective and integrated over-arching argument or structure, clear, insightf ul
synthesis. Highly creative understanding of  topic.

Ef f ective overall argument with clear and insightf ul connections between claims.
Creative understanding of  the topic.

Clear and logical f ocus and direction with valuable connections made between
claims. Good level of  creativity.

Well- f ocused on the question with some clear connections made between claims
and some overall direction. Some creativity.

Addresses the topic with some direction and makes some connections between
claims or dif f erent elements of  the task.

Argument is weak and dif f icult to detect. Connections made between statements
limited

Lack of  argument. Faulty connection between statements.



ABJECT FAIL (0-29)
(1)

ANALYSIS (20%)

EXCEPTIONAL FIRST
(90-100
(8)

OUTSTANDING
FIRST (80-89)
(7)

FIRST (70-79)
(6)

2(I) (60-69)
(5)

2(II) (50-59)
(4)

THIRD (40-49)
(3)

FAIL (30-39)
(2)

ABJECT FAIL (0-29)
(1)

SOURCES (15%)

EXCEPTIONAL FIRST
(90-100
(8)

OUTSTANDING
FIRST (80-89)
(7)

FIRST (70-79)
(6)

2(I) (60-69)
(5)

2(II) (50-59)
(4)

THIRD (40-49)
(3)

No argument. Many f aulty connections between statements.

6 / 8

Analysis and Conclusions

Original and searching analysis, crit ical appraisal of  task and judicious conclusions.
The conclusions presented provide a comprehensive and highly ef f ective summary
of  the issues presented and discussed. Overall, the analysis and conclusions are
compelling.

Searching analysis with pertinent conclusions drawn. Draws conclusions that
provide an excellent summary of  the issues and arguments discussed.

Insightf ul analysis throughout with appropriate conclusions drawn.

Strong analysis of  salient illustrative examples. Some general conclusions drawn.

Some conclusions drawn based on some reasonable comparisons and examples.

Basic analysis. Remains descriptive, lit t le evaluation or comparison. Few clear
conclusions.

Insuf f icient evaluation or attempt to make comparisons. Conclusions illogical
insuf f icient.

No evaluation or attempt to make comparisons. Conclusions illogical or absent.

6 / 8

Use of  Sources

Extensive and evaluative use of  evidential support f or argument. Gives very wide-
ranging and appropriate evidential support f or claims made and shows evidence of
having explored the appropriate literature thoroughly and crit ically.

Extensive use of  evidence with some evaluation. Gives wide-ranging and
appropriate evidential support f or claims made, and shows evidence of  having
explored the appropriate literature thoroughly and crit ically.

Clear support of  argument with well selected evidence. Appropriate evidential
support f or claims made along with evaluation and crit ical analysis.

Draws on relevant independent sources and evidence to support claims.

Makes simple use of  evidence f rom recommended sources.

Relies on superf icial statements with litt le supporting evidence.



FAIL (30-39)
(2)

ABJECT FAIL (0-29)
(1)

APA (5%)

EXCEPTIONAL FIRST
(90-100
(8)

OUTSTANDING
FIRST (80-89)
(7)

FIRST (70-79)
(6)

2(I) (60-69)
(5)

2(II) (50-59)
(4)

THIRD (40-49)
(3)

FAIL (30-39)
(2)

ABJECT FAIL (0-29)
(1)

STYLE (15%)

EXCEPTIONAL FIRST
(90-100
(8)

OUTSTANDING
FIRST (80-89)
(7)

FIRST (70-79)
(6)

2(I) (60-69)
(5)

2(II) (50-59)
(4)

THIRD (40-49)

Lack of  evidence or relevant sources.

No evidence or relevant sources.

7 / 8

APA-style Ref erencing

Flawless, including in- text citations and the f ormat and content of  the ref erences
list.

Flawless, including in- text citations and the f ormat and content of  the ref erences
list.

Excellent, including in- text citations and the f ormat and content of  the ref erences
list.

Consistent and accurate, including in- text citations and the f ormat and content of
the ref erences list.

Largely consistent and accurate, including in- text citations and the f ormat and
content of  the ref erences list.

Limited ref erencing/ adherence to APA style.

Inadequate ref erencing.

Inadequate or absent.

6 / 8

Style and Clarity

Prof essional and sophisticated with exceptional clarity and coherence. Excellent,
controlled, conf ident delivery, pace, and audience engagement.

Prof essional and sophisticated with great clarity and coherence. Excellent,
controlled, conf ident delivery, pace, and audience engagement.

Fluent and accurate with great clarity and coherence. Mostly conf ident delivery,
pace and audience engagement.

Clear and coherent. Good delivery, pace and audience engagement

Some lapses of  clarity. Some expression is inef f ective. Satisf actory delivery, pace
and audience engagement

Adequate, but awkward expression throughout with litt le clarity. Poor delivery, pace



(3)

FAIL (30-39)
(2)

ABJECT FAIL (0-29)
(1)

and audience engagement

Inadequate and unclear presentation. Impaired communication. Error-strewn.

Grossly inadequate and unclear presentation. Severely impaired communication.
Error-strewn.
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